Collective Purchasing of Food
for Federal School Nutrition Programs

Federal school nutrition programs are increasingly seen as a critical component in national efforts to reduce childhood obesity. At the same time, school officials are faced with a complex system of legal requirements and practical challenges to getting nutritious food on children's trays. Collective purchasing can be an effective tool through which individual schools can leverage their purchasing power with other schools to lower prices and streamline the contracting, purchasing, processing, and distribution of food served as part of federal school nutrition programs. This fact sheet provides an overview of collective purchasing approaches used by schools in the operation of federal school nutrition programs.*

How Do School Food Authorities Purchase Food for School Nutrition Programs?

School food authorities (SFAs) purchase food or services for school nutrition programs through direct or collective purchasing.

Direct purchasing is a method through which SFAs contract directly with food suppliers (i.e., without the help of collective purchasing agreements or food service management companies). These suppliers could be local, regional, or national companies or individual farmers. Food suppliers could also be food producers, manufacturers, or distribution companies. School food authorities typically purchase food directly from food handlers or distributors.

Collective purchasing is a method through which multiple SFAs come together and purchase as a group rather than making purchases individually. Collective purchasing allows SFAs to obtain greater buying power and lower prices than they would have when buying on their own.

SCHOOL FOOD AUTHORITY

A school food authority (SFA) is the governing body responsible for the administration of federal school nutrition programs in one or more schools. A school food authority has the legal authority to operate the federal school nutrition program.

School food authorities must follow federal and state procurement standards when using either direct or collective purchasing. If an SFA enters a contract with a third party such as a group purchasing organization or a cooperative, they must still follow any applicable procurement standards when procuring the services of that third party, and must ensure that the contract adheres to all federal standards concerning the financial management and operation of the program.\(^1\)

**PROCUREMENT STANDARDS**

The term *procurement standard* refers specifically to the standards schools are legally required to meet when purchasing food or services for use in school nutrition programs. Schools must follow both federal and state procurement standards. If there is a difference between a state or federal procurement standard, the school must follow whichever standard is strictest.


**How Can SFAs Enter into Collective Purchasing Arrangements?**

*Joint powers agreements* allow SFAs to purchase food collectively with other SFAs so long as the food is purchased according to federal and state procurement standards.\(^2\) A school food authority’s *joint powers authority* comes from state law that gives public entities, such as local educational agencies or school districts, the authority to enter into agreements and contracts with vendors on each other’s behalf.\(^3\) All states have some version of a joint powers law, although the scope of the authority varies by state.

Joint powers agreements can result in less paperwork and faster turn-around time since there are fewer bids and contracts for an SFA to manage.\(^4\)

**LOCAL EDUCATIONAL AGENCY**

A *local educational agency* is the public board of education or other public or private nonprofit authority created under state law to provide administrative control or other services for public or private nonprofit elementary schools or secondary schools within a state.


**Minnesota Joint Powers Authority**

The Minnesota Joint Powers Act allows school districts and other specifically identified government entities to jointly exercise the governmental powers and functions each has individually.\(^5\) Accordingly, under Minnesota law, two or more school districts may enter into agreements to purchase specific items and increase efficiencies in the delivery of administrative services and reduce costs.\(^6\)
How Do SFAs Work with Food Vendors to Purchase Food?

Under direct purchasing and collective purchasing, SFAs purchase food or services either through an invitation or request for bid (IFB or RFB) or a request for proposal (RFP). An invitation for bid is used when the bid will be evaluated on price alone. When issuing an IFB, an SFA can create a highly specific list of products, and the bidder that can provide those exact products at the lowest price is awarded the contract. In contrast, an RFP is used to obtain a proposal from a supplier that includes subjective criteria in addition to price. These requests are usually less specific than IFBs, and allow the bidder to describe the approach they will take to accomplish a task set out in the RFP. With an RFP, an SFA can create its own scoring system to evaluate proposals using variables important to that particular contract, although price has to have the highest number of potential points among all the variables considered. These could include variables such as delivery frequency and timing, ability to provide high quality products, or ability to modify products offered based on changes in policy or in student taste preference in addition to the price of the food. Requests for proposals are typically issued for annual contracts that can be renewed for a set number of years.

Why Do SFAs Use Collective Purchasing to Obtain Food for School Nutrition Programs?

Collective purchasing can help save money on both food products and delivery costs. In 2009-2010, approximately half of SFAs were involved in some form of collective purchasing arrangement. While smaller and more rural SFAs may gain the most from collective purchasing, the smallest SFAs (<1,000 students) are the least likely to engage in this practice. Some collective purchasing arrangements involve contracts with food manufacturers to obtain lower prices on specific food items; others involve contracts with food distribution companies to obtain lower prices based on the typical types and quantities of food purchased by the school.

There can be some drawbacks to collective purchasing. Participating in a collective purchasing arrangement may reduce a school’s autonomy over product specifications, decision-making, and relationships with manufacturers or brokers. At the same time, SFAs have limited time and other resources to conduct procurement, prepare food, and serve meals, so reducing these duties may be beneficial. Accordingly, SFAs may need to balance lower prices with autonomy over these tasks.

What Types of Collective Purchasing Do SFAs Use?

There are three distinct types of collective purchasing arrangements used by SFAs: group purchasing organizations (GPOs), state purchasing cooperatives, and buying groups.
Group Purchasing Organizations

Group purchasing organizations are national or regional private companies that deliver food to their members using broad-line distributors, i.e., distributors that provide a wide range of food and foodservice-related products. In general, GPOs competitively bid for contracts for many products and services on behalf of their members. Members can decide whether to participate in individual contracts. This model can save SFAs time because the only contract they need to procure is the contract with the GPO. School food authorities must still competitively procure the services of a GPO and ensure that the GPO’s contracting process conforms to federal and state procurement standards.

Group purchasing organizations have varying policies regarding membership fees, minimum purchasing requirements, and large purchasing incentives. This model can provide substantial cost savings because food is typically purchased in large quantities from food suppliers around the country and delivered to schools in larger shipments. However, it may also limit the ability of an SFA to request products from a certain geographic location or supplier, or to determine the frequency of delivery.

State Purchasing Cooperatives

Some states also have purchasing cooperatives created by specific state laws to provide shared services to members. State cooperatives may be created for municipalities more generally or specifically for school districts.

Buying Groups

Buying groups are another vehicle through which SFAs can leverage their collective purchasing power to obtain lower prices on food and services for school nutrition programs. Unlike GPOs and state purchasing cooperatives, buying groups exist when several SFAs come together to negotiate lower prices by combining their purchasing power. The involved SFAs may share administrative responsibilities, although there may be a lead SFA that coordinates the bid and contract process for the buying group. Buying groups typically aggregate the purchasing commitments of their members and release a common RFP or IFB to food distributors or food manufacturers. The final awarded contract price is then available to all members. Buying groups may also solicit bids.
directly from food manufacturers for lower prices on individual food items. This line-item bid model is more time intensive as it involves developing separate bid specifications and contracts for each food item. However, it also gives the group more flexibility to procure food items that are acceptable to students and meet the group’s specifications.

Buying groups tend to be particularly attractive for small and medium-sized SFAs and those in rural areas, which may face higher distribution costs than larger SFAs and those in urban areas. Combined purchasing power and larger orders can lower costs and make maintaining a rural delivery route more worthwhile to a distribution company.

### BUYING GROUPS IN MINNESOTA

Minnesota schools can participate in a number of different buying groups across the state, including some that are specific to a certain district or region (e.g., Minnetonka Public Schools (“Minnetonka 4”), Stillwater Public Schools (“Big 8”), Southeast Minnesota United Buying Group, Wadena Buyers Group, etc.), and the Minnesota School Food Buying Group (MSFBG), that is available to any school district across the state.

The MSFBG is unique in that it works directly with food manufacturers to obtain lower prices. Participant districts commit their volume for each product specification they wish to purchase, district volume is combined, and bids go out to manufacturers. Bids are awarded to manufacturers or brokers based on the lowest price of an acceptable item.

As of early 2012, the MSFBG was managed by staff at Anoka-Hennepin school district and a consultant. The group’s operating budget comes from the administrative fee charged to participants, which depends on enrollment at the school district. Districts that want to join the group must sign a Joint Powers Agreement with Anoka-Hennepin, which must be approved by the school boards of both districts. Once the agreement is in place, districts may participate in any of Anoka-Hennepin’s service contracts, including those for food. Since the MSFBG contracts are only with food manufacturers, participating districts maintain their own contracts with distribution companies.


School food authorities use a variety of methods to purchase food for school nutrition programs. Collective purchasing, whether through a GPO, state purchasing cooperative, or buying group, can result in lower costs and fewer administrative responsibilities. As schools explore ways to serve nutritious, high quality food at affordable prices, collective purchasing agreements may be one way to meet this goal.

* For more detailed discussion of these topics, see Mary Winston Marrow and Jennifer E. Pelletier, *Feeding America’s Schoolchildren: Navigating the Complicated Legal Terrain of Federal School Nutrition Programs* (2013) at [http://publichealthlawcenter.org](http://publichealthlawcenter.org). This fact sheet and accompanying report focus on food served as part of federal school nutrition programs. Food served outside of these programs, also called “competitive school food” is not specifically discussed as there are different legal and policy issues impacting this type of school food.
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